Introduction. The class of finite dimensional projective geometries has been extended to include non-finite dimensional ones by J. von Neumann's remarkable discovery of continuous geometries.]; In an axiomatic formulation of the geometry as an irreducible complemented modular lattice § the finiteness of the dimensionality is guaranteed by a chain condition. Von Neumann drops this chain condition and, retaining explicitly only two of its weak consequences, namely, completeness of the geometry and a certain continuity of the lattice operations, succeeds in establishing the existence of an essentially unique real-valued dimension function which may have either a discrete bounded range (the classical finite dimensional projective geometries) or a continuous bounded range (the new continuous geometries). In every case it is understood that the dimension function D(a) is to satisfy
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The present paper is devoted chiefly to a proof of the transitivity of perspectivity which uses direct methods throughout and holds for all systems satisfying these weaker axioms. The paper is divided into six sections. The weakened set of axioms to be used is formulated in §1. We require parts of C.G., part I, usually in very specialized form, and for convenience these are collected (briefly) in § §2, 3, 4. The new material in the proof of the transitivity of perspectivity is contained in §5. The additivity and continuity properties of perspectivity are established in §6. The Lemma 5.1 in §5 may perhaps be not without some interest of its own.
1. The partially ordered system. We shall consider a system L of elements a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ , x, y, u, v, ■ ■ ■ ,A, B, ■ ■ • which is partially ordered, that is, we shall assume that a relation a á b (written equivalently b ^ a) holds for certain pairs of elements of 7 in such a way that (i) a ^b,b^c together imply a ^c, and (ii) a^b, b^a are together equivalent to a = b. The following axioms are postulated : Axiom I. Countable completeness. For every finite or countably infinite set% of elements ax, Ü2, ■ ■ ■ there exist the following elements :
Ii. a sum element a (written 2Z"an or equivalently ax+a2+ • • •) such that for any x of L, x^a if and only if x^an for every «, I2. an intersection element a (written Y[nan or equivalently axa2 • • • ) such that for any x of L, x = a if and only if x ^ a" for every «.
* For the general case see CG., part III, p. 22, Theorem 2.3; the special (irreducible) case is also a consequence of the theorems of CG., part I (see CG., part I, p. 49, corollary to Theorem 5.16).
f That tht "countable" axioms are really weaker than the original axioms of von Neumann can be shown by a simple example which satisfies the "countable" axioms but which has no zero, and hence is not complete.
t All sets considered in this paper will be non-void. Thus Axiom I does not imply the existence of a zero or of a unit element. The an are said to be independent over 0 if all such (23«a¿n)(23naín) eaua^ 0* Lemma 2.1. If the an are independent over 0, then ö=U"a"
and (an, n = \,2,---)±.
Proof. Sincenna" = ai(Un^1a"), the lemma follows from Definition 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. If ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ are independent over 0, then every subset div ai2, ■ ■ ■ is independent over 0.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1. (ui + u2)(vi + v2) = (ui + u2)(ui + a2)(axvx + v2) = (ux + u2){v2 + vxax(ux + a2)} = (mi + u2) {v2 + vi(ui + axa2)} = («i + u2) (v2 + vxux) = • • ■ = (mi + u2)(uxvx + u2v2) = uxvx + u2v2.
Thus the lemma holds for p = q = 2. But if the lemma holds for all p=q<m,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use then it holds for p = q = m too. For
since 6^J^~xun, Xn^V^Xn^i'an; 6 = um, vm^am; andX^i^n, am are independent over d. Thus the lemma holds for all p = q. Ii p^q, say p<q, we can set «" = d for p <w = q and apply the result just proved for p = q.
Lemma 2.9. If ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ are independent over 0 and 0 = w", vn^an; for
Proof. Hence (Q) is inverse to (P). Similarly (P) is inverse to (Q). It follows that the correspondence is (1, 1). The invariance of the relation -is clear from the definition of (P) and (Q). Proof. From Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1, a0~an for all n. By Lemma 3.1 we may therefore assume the existence of elements x", (n = 1, 2, ■ ■ • ), such that «o + xn = an + x" = a0 + a", where 0=II"a".
We deduce successively then [v -u] will denote an element (fixed) such that u© [v -u] If we set â=H"a", x=Hnx", 5=H"i>", then Lemma 2.11, the relation ab = 0, and Lemma 2.3 give a = â+2~2,nan', i = 5+23»&»> and ä + h, an'+bn', Then a = ax®a2, x = xx@x2, b = bx®b2. By Lemma 3.3, ai = Xi~&i. Since the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5 and the special conditions of (ß) are clearly satisfied by a2, x2, b2, a2~b2. Lemma 4.2 now gives a~b, and Lemma 4.5 is established for the special case (7).
(Ô) Suppose finally only the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5. The method by which (7) was deduced from (8) can be applied in the same way to deduce (S) from (7). Thus Lemma 4.5 is proved. Proof of (a). LetH"a" = â. Then T"(a) = TT • ■ ■ T(a) (n factors T) is defined for m = 1, 2, ■ • • ; and T(a), T2(a), ■ ■ ■ are independent over 0 by the corollary to Lemma 2.6 since {T»(â)\ {T»+Kâ) + ■■■ + T»+p(â)\ has a T~" map which is =a0b = a0ab = a0c = 0, for all n, p^\.
Since T"(a) rn+1(ô) by Lemma 3.3, Lemma 4.3 shows that â = 0. The statement (a) now follows from Lemma 2.11.
Proof of (B). br{r+l). ••7i(í'(r+l)(r+2).--n + £>(r+2) (r+») • • -ti + ' • ' + bn) -0
since it has a T~r map which is ^ a0b = 0. The statement (ß) now follows from the corollary to Lemma 2.6. Proof of (y).0edn(dn+i+dn+2+
.,! = 9 + r (0" + &H. . g 7>+i(9) = 0.
The statement (7) now follows from the corollary to Lemma 2.6.
Proof of (0). The statement (5) follows from (B) and (7) Then, since cp_i « (af +dP), we can define cp, cp', df, by Lemma 6.13, so that cp_i = Cp ffi Cp , Cp « öp', Cp <-'äp ^ dp-i. 
